NEWARK, NEW YORK, July 22 – Copper Tape has taken Europe by storm and we love it for its flexibility, lovely copper color, and for how it protects whatever surface it’s placed on. Above are several examples of how it is used in Europe, we find that it’s also good for crash bars on doors, hallway railings in schools and hospitals, and any surface that receives a lot of contact. We have adapted our supply to be able to be fitted to the “round doorknob” prevalent here in the United States. We also have Copper Tape available in the size common to many swinging door plates that receive constant contact. You will probably find your own unique use for Copper Tape in addition to the ones listed above, as the uses are only limited by your imagination and scissors skill! Copper Tape is easy to clean and be replaced easily if it becomes worn. Please contact us for more product information when you are ready to order your Copper Tape!

Located in Palmyra, New York, V Technical Textiles, Inc. is the leading manufacturer of RF Shielded Enclosures. Our benefit is our flexibility; with our metalized fabric enclosures being lightweight, portable, custom made, and providing unparalleled shielding performance.